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the arabs later migrated to spain, north africa, egypt,
greece, and syria. there they established powerful
empires and founded cities and kingdoms, which

contributed greatly to the flowering of arabic culture. the
umayyad tribe was the most important family of the

caliphate. at the height of its power, it was the greatest
empire in the world, containing roughly one-fifth of its

then- total area, the smallest contiguous empire ever to
exist. now if we look at the long history of the arabs we

find them embracing with a zeal which can only be
exceeded by that of the medieval christians, the history
of islam. the arab armies made repeated expeditions in
china and india and built immense empires. moreover,

during the times of the caliphs, arab armies conquered a
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vast territory from syria to the red sea. moreover, during
this period, the moslem peoples of this vast territory

adopted arabic as the official language of both religion
and government. and so the language which had been
developed and written in the deserts of arabia became
the official language of the moslem empire. moreover,
during the time of the abbasid caliphs (751 - 868) there

was an inordinate increase in the literature and poetry of
all kinds. the abbasid poets followed the rules of earlier
arab poetry which was based on the rhymed couplets.

the abbasids established their arabic language at
bologna as a court language and sponsored teachers

who taught this language in various european countries.
hence it is to be expected that if the arabs had had a
literature of their own, they would have followed the

same rules and regulations that prevailed among the pre-
islamic arabs. this is not to say that the arabs of old did
not have or do not have an indigenous literature. on the
contrary, they had a rich literature in song and narrative
which is now lost and can only be recovered through oral
tradition. therefore, we need to look for arabic literature

of the past in the tombs of arab poets, in their own
native language.
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your photos and videos. you can even make a slideshow
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scene of the book is damascus in year 466 hijrah and its

literary history. it is predominantly a study of poetic
adaptations of ancient persian poet, muhammad ibn

`abd-al-latif (599-687/ 1222-1318), or rahman bin
umayyah (d. 685/1286), better known as al-jahiz. it is
one of the most discussed and controversial figures in
arabic literature and presents a complex and delicate

subject of cultural appropriation. the poem by jahiz which
is now known as simply as "al-jahiz" has been the

starting point of this book. 5ec8ef588b
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